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Caught in a
fishy affair

AFTER 32 years operating successful-
ly from its Bondi Beach location. The
Fishy affair has recently relocated to a ful-
ly refurbished dining room at South Ju-
niors, Kingsford.

Patrons will find a relaxed atmosphere
in the modern and spacious setting, which
is flooded with natural light and can cater
for all types of functions for as many as
100 guests.

Live seafood offerings from the tank
and the use of fresh Australian produce
are what draw the diners in and, with a fo-
cus on affordable prices, make the Fishy
Affair a popular option with families.

Chef of 20 years Costa Skamnidis spe-
cialises in sumptuous seafood which he
believes should be cooked simply to bring
out the natural flavours.

And while the restaurant caters for veg-
etarians on request Mr Skamnidis said the
most popular dish on his menu remained
the Hot and Cold seafood Platter for two
which included a hot of grilles seafood a-
long with lobster, freshly shucked oysters
and king prawns.

Grilled, not fried, seafood offerings are
what impresses diners most and the at-
traction doesn’t stop there. Winter doesn’t
have to keep you indoors; here you can
seat yurself outside under the heaters and
kick back with a glass of Pierro Pino Gri-
gio from the wine list.

Exceptional customer service is a priori-
ty at the Fish Affair, where you’ll find
plenty of enthusiasm from Staff.

T
he mix of old and new in Kogarah inspired Anne Rong’s prize-winning
picture. The Year 11 student from St George Girls High School won a
Kogarah Council photo competition based on the Bright Futures, Bet-

ter Lifestyle plan council hopes to bring in by 2020.
Anne said her entry was inspired by the diversity of the area around her.
“[The photo] blended the different and interconnected aspects of the Koga-

rah natural and build environments as well as the sense of community”, Anne
said. “There are lots of vibrant images and I combined them together, Koga-
rah is an energetic place with an aura of calamity. It’s a blend of new and old”.

She said she was surprised to be named a winner from 20 entrants who pro-
duced “really good entries”.

All the photographic entries are on display in the Kogarah Library Town
Square Foyer.

Article from The Leader

PHOTO: A winner. Winner of Kogarah council’s photo competition Anne Rogg (right) with
mayor Nicholas Varvaris and highly commended entrant Alana Jones. Picture John Veage

Blend of energy and calamity wins prize


